Results: There were 349 AF and 541 TAR cases with mean F/U of 5.4 years. Age averaged 55.9 (AF) and 64.3 (TAR) years. Analysis of raw AOS and PCS scores showed no difference pre-operatively between all 8 groups; all improved from pre-operative to LFU (p<0.05). Improvement was greater for TAR than AF in all COFAS Types, leading to significantly lower (better) AOS-LFU for TAR than AF in all COFAS Types (p <0.05). Multivariate analysis (see Figure) showed increasing (worsening) AOS-LFU for AF when progressing from Type 1 to 4, leading to better outcomes for TAR compared to AF in all Types, reaching statistical significance in Types 3 and 4. 
